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Finding Naturalized Heather in Acadia National Park
Bar Harbor, Maine
by Donald Mackay
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According to The Plants of Acadia National Park there is heather on
Mt. Desert Island, and according to correspondence with Dr. Glen Mittelhauser, the lead author, it had been reported on the Hadlock Trail
near an intersection with one of the many carriage roads that reticulate the island. Alas, I chose the wrong section of trail and the wrong
carriage road to explore in the vicinity of the Upper Hadlock Pond, my
major reference point.
I returned two days later with another pair of eyes and chose another
section of the Hadlock Brook Trail (not the Hadlock Pond Trail) that
started from the same parking spot on Rte. 198, about one-half mile
north of my previous start.
These details are important if you wish to find the heather. There are
too many intersections with similar features. Start on Route 198 at a
small signpost that says Hadlock Brook Trail and follow it over a
mess of tangled roots that grasp the solid granite without benefit of
soil. About fifteen minutes after crossing a Carriage Road, the trail
cuts across a shelf in a solid granite rock face. There, growing out of a
crack with barely any soil in sight, you will find a vigorous dark green
foliaged calluna in what could be called its pioneering stage (see picture on page 7). It had barely flowered on two stems (the area is fairly
well shaded by trees). The color had faded and I can only guess it was
a lavender pink single flower. It was perhaps four to eight years old.
There were no bare parts on the stems to indicate previous flowering.
There is much Ericaceae in the area, such as carpets of Wintergreen
(Gaultheria procumbens) often interspersed with Sheep Laurel (Kalmia
angustifolia) and Lowbush Blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium). Cowberry or Lingonberry (V. vitis-idaea) and Creeping Snowberry
(Gaultheria hispidula) also occur sporadically. A little higher up the
Hadlock Brook Trail there is a side trail to Hadlock Pond. There is no
heather on this trail but you'll find a large patch of Mayflower or Trailing Arbutus (Epigaea repens) to console you.
Almost directly across Somes Sound, as previously reported in Heather
News Quarterly (2009, Vol.32, No.4, p.5) and Heather Notes (2010,
Vol.20, No.1, p.1), you'll find Acadia Mountain and another naturalized
heather of about the same age and appearance growing out of solid
granite right next to the trail as before. I went off trail looking for
other heathers, but found none. It is surprising that on two occasions
heather should pick sites right next to a trail, and at unpromising sites.
Too shaded and hardly any soil in which to spread. Maybe Johnny
Heatherseed has been at work.

WELCOME NEW MEMBER
Elise L. Kreiger, Worcester, MA
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Featured Plant
This photo of Erica carnea, taken in May of 2008, was provided courtesy of Kurt Kramer, Germany.
I wonder if any heather enthusiast in the Northeast US can boost of such a wondrous Erica garden.
We do have the Ericas at Fort Tryon, Manhattan which dazzle the eyes as we trim the Calluna each
year in the spring at Fort Tryon. What about the private heather gardens? Please share your photos if
you have any for the NEHS photo library. As for myself, I counted the Ericas I am successfully growing
and the number is, for our northeast heather gardens, substantial (6 species and 17 cultivars). However I have chosen, due to poor planning, to use them as fill-ins here and there, wherever a Calluna
died. Not that I planned this, but writing this short article on the “Featured plant” has inspired me
to remedy the situation of my scattered Ericas, changing the look of my heather garden.

Notes from Friends
Jerry Nolte from Ohio, after sharing her hurricane Sandy stories, writes, “My Heathers are doing well out
here and I need another trip to the Murphys’ (Hickory Hill Heath & Heather) to add on. Our soil is heavy
clay so it needed much work”. She also laments that there are few public gardens, or nurseries near their
Lake Erie location but her ever resourceful husband does well at propagating her perennials.
We’ve had a thank you from the Fells for the NEHS donation to their annual fund raiser.
Alice Schaefer sends greetings to fellow NEHS members and makes an email correction.
George Bernard writes, “Age has taken its toll- no longer are the NEHS meetings easy to drive to but just a
little out of my range. The dear friends (members of the NEHS) once seen so often will be sorely missed.”
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Reminder

PLANTS WITH WINTER
COLOR
Heath ● Heather ●Witch Hazels
Dwarf & Mini Conifers
Japanese Maples ● Twig Dogwoods

HICKORY HILL HEATHER
Paul & Jane Murphy
2473 Hickory Hill Road, Oxford, PA 19363

www.hickoryhillheather.com

No one knows what the winter will bring. Will we
have enough snow cover to protect the heather
with seasonal temperatures, mild breezes and
sufficient moisture. Chances are that won’t be
the case. Fortunately if you have purchased “A
Regional Heather Growing Guide” you have
at your fingertips numerous suggestions on winter
protection compiled from the shared experiences
of members like yourself. When spring rolls
around you’ll be armed with the best recommendations on trimming techniques or soil renovation
and amendments This is a handy booklet well
worth the price of $7.95 which includes S&H.
Visit www.northeastheathersociety.org for
order form
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DON’T BE PRUNED! WE WOULD MISS YOU!
Check the expiration date on the address page of this newsletter.
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Real Scottish Heather by Donald Mackay
Seekers of Real Scotch Heather, who expect heather nurseries to know all things
heather, might be interested in the following information to help them in their quest
for metaphysical satisfaction.
Three kinds of heather grow naturally in Scotland. By far the commonest is Calluna vulgaris which
blooms in early August. Next is bell heather or Erica cinerea which starts to bloom in June. Least
common is Bog Heather or Erica tetralix which can be found in bloom most of the summer in wet
places. C. vulgaris in bloom covers the hills in autumn with a lavender-pink color. Bell Heather, if
in quantity, covers the hills in purple often contrasting with the vivid yellow of gorse or whins.
All heathers can produce freak forms and freak colors. Of these, the white-colored form of C. vulgaris has been called Lucky White Scotch Heather, probably due to Queen Victoria's belief it was
so, and is now is firmly established as a component of bridal bouquets. The gypsies, however,
were reported to sell any kind of white-flowered heather as Lucky White Scotch Heather even if
the heather came from France or the south of England. In any case, it was an erica, not a calluna.
White Calluna vulgaris is still rather rare on Scottish hills, but enough forms have been found and
propagated and cultivated in nurseries and gardens to make it common in heather gardens. White
heather is thus often called Scotch Heather, though whether it is lucky depends upon Queen Victoria's powers of observation and association.
Go to Killiecrankie, the site of the famous battle of 1689, and you will find “Real Scotch (White)
Heather” for sale, presumably grown in local Scottish nurseries, but this does not mean all white
heathers are Real Scotch or even lucky by Queen Victoria's standards.
To my mind, the real Scotch heathers are those that were found there. For example, C. vulgaris
'Tib' was found in the Pentland Hills near Edinburgh. Calluna vulgaris 'Mullardoch' was found near
Inverness. A group of dwarf heathers was found on St. Kilda, way beyond the Hebrides.
'Kinlochruel', a lovely white double heather was found as a sport in an Argyllshire garden, but its
parent was 'County Wicklow' from Ireland.
Some nurseries started giving their new finds (often seedlings) the names of distillers of malt
whisky, hence C. vulgaris 'Glenfiddich', 'Glenlivet'', 'Glenmorangie', etc., now grouped as the
Whisky Heathers, usually with colored foliage If its appearance meshes with your appreciation of
the taste of the Malt it represents, then it is certainly Scottish enough to have an honored place in
your garden.
There are hundreds of heather cultivars each with its own distinctive name, often reflecting its
geographic source. If the name isn't obviously French or German or Dutch or Swedish it's a good
bet it came from the UK or the US or Canada, and an even better bet it came from Scotland if the
name sounds Scottish. Calluna vulgaris 'Glencoe' in Argyll or C. vulgaris 'Dunnet Lime' (Dunnet
Head is in Caithness, the most northerly part of the Scottish Mainland) can hardly fail to qualify as
Real Scottish Heathers.

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Until a few days ago it looked as if this year's winter was going to be a repeat of last year's disastrously
snow-challenged winter when much of New England – and especially the Vermont ski areas – looked in vain
to the heavens for relief. Since snow cover is by far the best protection for heathers in winter – it can
never get more than a degree or so below freezing no matter how cold the outside air nor how hard the
wind blows - it is a relief to report that a minor snowstorm just before Christmas and a major one just after it has completely covered the heather beds and all signs of my major sins of omission – mainly failure to
provide a covering of balsam fir boughs. Perhaps it was just laziness, or more likely a perverse protest
against the failure of evergreen boughs to trap the insulating snow when there was no snow to trap.
Continued on pg 6
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Winterizing Heather, Excerpts from the Past
By Mary Matwey, editor
A Questionnaire was included in the winter issue of the Heather Notes Vol2, No. 3/4, 1992, asking NEHS
members to share their winterizing heather techniques. The results were published in the spring issue Vol3.
No. 1, 1993 as summarized by Will Clark. The article is not reprinted in its entirety as I have summarized
further.
Q #1: Do you cover any or all of your heather? The responses were positive however factors such as exposed sites, new plantings or tender plantings were the determining factors of what was protected.
Q #2: What materials have you used? Evergreen boughs (discarded Christmas trees), pine needles, oak
leaves anchored with twigs and Reemay™ were the materials of choice.
Q #3: What were your results? Most respondents felt covering was worthwhile.
Q #4: When do you cover? Answers ranged from November to January. Some wait until the ground is frozen others apply the cover earlier to maximize the time the plant roots have to get established, especially
for new plantings. On this same line of thought, I cover in early November to hold in the moisture from
fall rains which generally precede the colder winter months.
Q #5: When do you remove the cover? The exact timing depends on the weather but all advocate removing the cover gradually. A technique referred to as “phenology” uses bloom time indicators to schedule cultural practices. This may be the best approach of all, plants being better observers of the weather than we
are.
Q #6: What USDA hardiness zone are you in? Most respondents were in 4 or 5, the colder areas. However
one respondent, from Virginia, used covering to shade and protect against desiccation.
Q #7: Do you generally have snow cover? Summation of answers, “Not Lately”.
Q #8: Do you typically have winter damage? Even covers have some damage, mostly on tall plants with
tip burning. Other damage was branch die-back and stem splitting.
Q #9: Have you ever used anti-desiccants and what were the results? The restriction for use of this
product is that the temperature be above 40°, the heather be uncovered and applied twice per season.
There were no positive results as not many had experience using this product and it was noted that it is
expensive and washes off in the first rain.
Q #10: Which heathers are most susceptible or least susceptible to winter damage? There was a variety
of Erica and Calluna cultivars noted to be susceptible to winter damage but generally the age, siting and
height of the plant had a lot to do with the plants winter damage.
Conclusion: Covering plants is an effective way of preventing and minimizing winter damage.
Erica carnea appears to exceptionally hardy in the northeast and may not require covering in all but the
most brutal sites.
For Photos and descriptions of various methods to winterize heather, see pages 6 and 7
Editor Comment: The conclusion that Erica carnea is very hardy in the northeast bodes well for my new
heather bed of Ericas.
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Photos of Winter Protection

by the Editor

This issue of the Heather Notes is devoted to seeing our heather through the wilds of our Northeast 2013
winter. I’ve assembled 5 pictures (all from the Binghamton area save one), each using a different method.
The color of the foliage is outstanding already this year due to our heavy frosts and the some methods of
protection show off this feature better than others.
Picture #1
Oak leaves bury the heather. Not much foliage contrast since the brown/orange of the
leaves blends with red/orange foliage of the heather.
Picture #2
Oak leaves plus evergreen boughs as anchors on a southeast facing slope. Ample protection
needed to guard against warm/cold extremes of winter sun.
Picture #3
A burlap surround with added protection of pine needle edging to protect against application
of ice melt on the public side walk. A building provides protection from the north winds and visitors can
enjoy the full effect of the colorful foliage unimpeded by a covering of leaves or boughs.
Picture #4
Thick mulch of pine needles in my heather garden. This thick layer will help keep the moisture in the ground but will not protect the top half of the heather plant from bitter winds, variable temperatures with no snow cover. For this I have readied a permeable cloth covering if the time comes.
Picture #5
Leaves and branch coverings in the extreme courtesy of hurricane Sandy that blew through
Donald Mackay’s heather garden.

Presidents Column– continued from pg 4
Who says you need to be logical when still smarting about the fickleness of Mother Nature?
I had actually intended to go the Norwegian Tank Camouflage Cloth route this year so successfully practiced by the Branschofsky's at their heather display garden just a few miles to the south of here. I had zeroed in on the Army/Navy store that had supplied the camouflage cloth only to find today's camouflage
cloth comes from Vietnam, and while excellent for hiding hunters from deer it is far too fragile for spreading over a heather bed. It is basically just a thin sheet of plastic with penannular punched-out holes to provide the barely attached pieces of green plastic which flutter in the breeze and give the leafy appearance.
Another type of camouflage cloth has netting affixed as a backing to the punched-out plastic, but it puts
the cost up to dollars per square yard instead of pennies. Major importers of Army/Navy surplus can be
found on the Internet.
I know several of you have had happy results with Remay® spun-fiber agricultural cloth, but I find it unsuited for heavy snow areas, though it undoubtedly works as an insulator at the expense of possibly flattened plants.
Another route to consider is that taken by nurseries who use the shade cloth, needed in summer for protection of their stock, as a winter protection for stock left outside their greenhouses. Shade cloth comes in
various weights and densities (50% is common), but from what I've seen it needs to be supported to keep
the snow load off the plants.
Art Pilch, who runs a heather nursery in Silva, NC, uses shade cloth in summer to keep his greenhouses
cool, but doesn't get snow enough to comment on its winter utility. However, he thinks a 30% shade cloth,
which is lightweight but has a reinforced hem and grommets, has big enough holes to let the snow through.
He gets his from Griffin Nursery Supply Co. He says they can easily be found on the Internet and their
prices are very reasonable.
Those of you with access to nursery suppliers of such cloths may know of different kinds of shade cloth or
netting that will let the snow in around the heathers and provide the needed insulation. In that case please
write and let me know, but don't forget to price it. I don't want to take out a mortgage to enter the nursery business.
Lastly we can always consider snow fences to trap the drifting snow, or perhaps plant hardy dwarf evergreens to do the same thing. Or go back to layering with evergreen boughs from discarded Christmas trees.
Last year was such a shocking experience. It can't happen again. Can it?
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Naturalized Heather in Acadia National Park

Various Methods
of Heather Protection
Below and Lower Left
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HEATHER NOTES, all rights reserved, is published quarterly by the Northeast Heather Society (NEHS), a tax-exempt organization and a chapter
of the North American Heather Society (NAHS).
The purpose of the Northeast Heather Society is to foster interest in growing heathers (Calluna, Erica, Daboecia, Cassiope, Phyllodoce and
Andromeda) in northeastern North America, by serving as a conduit of educational information for both the experienced and the novice gardener.
MEMBERSHIP in the Northeast Heather Society is open to anyone who pays dues to this chapter. Membership benefits include: a subscription to
this quarterly newsletter, participation in chapter meetings and elections, borrowing privileges for slide/power point presentations, and, most
valuable of all, contact with fellow heather gardeners who mostly live in or near your growing zone, all willing to share helpful advice and their
experiences. A family membership permits more than one family member to vote and participate in all NEHS activities for an additional $5 per
year fee above the annual dues. The family membership includes all household members residing at the same address and each member has one
vote. Each household will receive only one copy of Heather Notes.
Dues for an Individual: $15 a year; $28 for a two year membership; $40 for a three year membership
Dues for a Family
$20 a year; $33 for a two year membership; $45 for a three year membership
Remit payment to: Peter Matwey, Treasurer, 7 Heights Court, Binghamton, NY 13905
For digital presentations, contact Bill Dowley, Keene, NH. Tel. (603) 355-8801; wdowley@ne.rr.com
WEB INFORMATION: North American Heather Society website: www.northamericanheathersoc.org
NORTHEAST HEATHER SOCIETY website: www.northeastheathersociety.org
ADVERTISING: Quarter page ad: $35 per issue; $25 per issue if advertising in two or more consecutive issues.
Contact: Pat Hoffman (856) 467-4711; njgardener15@hotmail.com
BE A CONTRIBUTOR TO HEATHER NOTES:
Do you have a suggestion, a question, a story, an anecdote, a poem, or a photo to share? Contact the Content editor:
Mary Matwey, 7 Heights Court, Binghamton, NY 13905 (607) 723 1418
mmatwey@stny.rr.com
All material may be edited for clarity and length.
DEADLINES FOR EACH ISSUE:
March 20—June 20—September 20—December 20
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